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25th ANNIVERSARY

GEODAZE April 9 -12

MARK YOUR CALENDAR!
Preparations are already under way for
the 25th Anniversary of the GeoDaze

Symposium, April 9 -12, 1997. This
year we've expanded the program to

include some special anniversary

Science on the Hill

events intended to celebrate a
landmark 25 years of GeoDaze. Join
us on the evening of Wednesday, April
9, for the kick -off mixer. It's a chance

to catch up with old friends and meet

some new ones. The two -day
symposium on Thursday and Friday,

April 10 -11, will follow in the great
GeoDaze tradition of including talks
and posters presented by students
from the UA, other Arizona
universities, and Mexico. Friday will

conclude with an outdoor buffet
dinner on Tumamoc Hill. We'll finish
things off with a full -day field trip on
Saturday to the Huachuca Mountains
led by George Davis and students. All
events are open to the public and we

Jay Quade, Director of The Desert Laboratory

Perched on scenic Tumamoc Hill, the Desert Laboratory overlooks Tucson through a
veritable forest of saguaros and palo verdes. For decades a center for the study of desert
ecology and paleoecology, the Lab now enters its 94th year. Our facilities house the
offices and labs of 11 full -time employees drawn from both the U.S. Geological Survey
and the Department of Geosciences. The Lab also hosts a growing number of students,

postdocs and visiting scientists. The geographic reach of our projects is ambitious,
stretching from our own backyard in southeast Arizona to the Himalayas and the Andes.
Our historic buildings have seen many renovations recently, thanks to our staff and
generous outside donations. Gone are the mice in my desk and blacktail rattlers in the
library. Labs have been upgraded, there is a Power Mac for most desks, and fiber optic

cables link us in a flash with the outside world. Still, the Lab is the Lab and our best
science is done in the many quiet moments of our desert isolation, often in conversations
on the patio - provided the javelina don't chase us inside.
In this issue of the Newsletter, you'll find a feature on the history and current activities
of the Desert Lab. We also pay tribute to Emeritus Professor Paul Martin. If you have the
chance, visit us on the Hill, but mind the javelinas in the patio!
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UA Geoscientists Install Seismic
Station at Sahuarita High School
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70 students created seismic waves by

un

jumping up and landing full force on the
ground. They could then see the results of
the data from their "seismic event" which
had been sent to a computer in a climate -

Geosciences Advisory Board

controlled shelter. Four more Arizona

Steven R. Bohlen, U.S.G.S.

seismic stations could be installed by the
end of the year, with the network in place
by the end of 1997.

Hugo T. Dummett, BHP Minerals
Frederick T. Graybeal, ASARCO
Kerry F. Inman, BP Exploration
Charles F. Kluth, Chevron

Hall- Wallace heads AZPEPP, the
Arizona portion of the national Princeton

J. David Lowell, Consultant
Steven R. May, EXXON Production
David K. Rea, University of Michigan
David Stephenson, South Pass Resources
Lynn M. Strickland, CONOCO
William H. Wilkinson, Phelps -Dodge

Earth Physics Project (PEPP), a two- year -old
NSF -funded educational project. AZPEPP's

aim is to excite students about earth science

and physics. The students will produce
George Zandt, Scott Boone, and Michelle Hall -

Wallace install the Sahuarita High School
The UA Geosciences Newsletter is
published twice a year by the
Department of Geosciences
The University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721

AZPEPP seismic station.

In the initial stage of what will be an
advanced earthquake- monitoring network

of 15 stations around the state, UA
geoscientists have installed the first
inexpensive, state -of- the -art seismic station

Boleyn Baylor (editor)

of its kind anywhere in the nation.

520- 621 -6004
bbaylor @geo.arizona.edu

Geosciences Home Page

http://www.geo.arizona.edu
We welcome your suggestions
and comments for future newsletters.

scientific data that will be sent by Internet
to central archives at the Southern Arizona
Seismic Observatory (SASO) at the UA in
Tucson and then to Princeton University,
making them stakeholders in a nationally
shared scientific experiment. The worldwide
seismic events that the students record at their
schools can be viewed and studied by anyone
with Internet access.

Hall- Wallace, Zandt, and Professor
Terry Wallace offered summer workshops

for Arizona teachers in 1995 and 1996

However, it's not just the new technology
but the station operators which makes this
a truly original effort. The station operators
will be Arizona high school students guided
by their science teachers.

where teachers reviewed the basic concepts
of physics and earth sciences, became adept
at using the Internet, and developed hands -

Adjunct Lecturer Michelle Hall - Wallace

intellectual focus for PEPP programs in
neighboring states. The UA team plans

(MS '88, PhD '92) and Senior Research
Scientist George Zandt installed the first
station at Sahuarita High School this past
August. Following the installation, almost

on classroom activities. These workshops
helped establish the Arizona program as an

more workshops in 1997. PEPP now
involves more than 180 teachers from 10
states.

Additions to Geosciences Advisory Board
Steven Bohlen, J. David Lowell, and David Rea
We wish to welcome three new a seminal paper with John Guilbert on the

the University of Michigan. Dave's major
work has been on the study of ocean floor

members to our Geosciences Advisory

mineralogical and alteration geometry of

Board: Steven Bohlen, J. David Lowell, and
David Rea.

porphyry base metal deposits in the mid 60s

sediments. This record, if properly

that is still used today in exploration and

understood, has the potential of telling us

Steve Bohlen obtained his PhD from
the University of Michigan, was Professor

genetic models. Dave's contributions to our
Field Camp budget in the mid 80s now help
us continue offering this important part of
our curriculum. Just as significantly, his help
in introducing our department to the W.M.
Keck Foundation in the early 80s was key

about past climates and global climate

at SUNY Stony Brook and is now Associate

Chief Scientist at the U.S. Geological
Survey. Steve has long had an interest in
the composition and evolution of the lower
continental crust and is an accomplished

experimentalist and metamorphic

to the explosive improvement in our

petrologist. As Associate Chief Scientist,
Steve has the task of shaping the scientific
endeavor of the U.S. Geological Survey.

analytical and computational infrastructure
during the last decade through the generous
support of the Keck Foundation.
David Rea obtained his MS in 1967 in

David Lowell is an alum of the UA and
a good friend of the department. He wrote

our department and is now Chairman of
the Department of Geological Sciences at
2

changes.
These three members will bring added

expertise to the Board on national issues
and policies, how independent consultants
view the future of geosciences, and how
another strong department views the future

role of universities in educating future
geologists.

The next meeting of the full
Geosciences Advisory Board on April 10-

11 will coincide with the GeoDaze 25th
Anniversary activities.

News

Around the
Department
UA Mineral Museum
to Receive Dr. Miguel
Romero Collection

allowed him to document his specimens
and discover hundreds of new mineral

paleohydrology, flood geomorphology,

occurrences. Minerals of Mexico (Panzcer,

Quaternary geology, and the geology of
natural hazards. He sees water quality,

1987), the most modern compilation of
Mexican minerals, lists approximately 700

supply, and use as one of the most

different mineral species, yet there are
nearly 1350 different mineral species from
Mexico in the Romero Collection.
The Romero Collection marks one of

fundamental problems facing the nation in
the next century and, as Department Head
of Hydrology and Water Resources, hopes
to be on the front lines in influencing the

the most significant donations in the

solutions to those problems through

history of the UA Mineral Museum. The
collection is not only a fantastic science

research and educational efforts carried on
in his department.

reference, it also contains some of the finest
and most beautiful specimens in the world.
The UA Mineral Museum recently helped
build a temporary display of 250 of the most

aesthetic specimens from the Romero
Collection at the Houston Museum of
Natural History and by early 1997 these
specimens will be on display in the UA
Mineral Museum. Before the acquisition of

the Romero Collection, the UA Mineral
Museum had 17,000 cataloged specimens
and approximately 6000 micromounts. The

Museum has recently undergone a major
renovation which will soon be complete
with the display of the Romero Collection.

Rope of silver from Botopilas,
Chihuahua, once owned by Andrew
Carnegie. Miguel Romero Collection.

This fall the UA Mineral Museum will

obtain the premier Mexican mineral
collection built by Dr. Miguel Romero. The
nearly 10,000 specimens in this collection

document the rich mineral heritage of

Mexico and form the best and most
complete collection of its type in the world.
Nearly one -third of all the silver mined in

history has come from Mexico. Mines at
places like Guanajuato, Taxco, and Pachuca
have been producing specimens since 1550.
Before Dr. Romero built his great collection

Pete Kresan Photographs
Tibet and the Himalayas
This past summer, Pete Kresan
participated in a month -long field trip to
China, Tibet and Nepal, sponsored by the

National Association of Geoscience
Teachers (NAGT) and organized by Dr.
Dorothy Stout. The Chengdu Institute in
Sichuan and UA PhD student Tank Ojha in

Kathmandu, Nepal, hosted the trip. The
field trip focused on the geology of the
Tibetan Plateau and Himalayan Orogen
from Golmud, China, through Tibet and
Kathmandu to southern Nepal, where India
is actively underthrusting Asia. Yes, he did
see Mt. Everest -three days in a row. Pete is

presently editing a Geology of Tibet and

there was little effort to systematically Himalayas slide set with detailed captions
preserve Mexican mineralogy. Now the UA
Mineral Museum will focus on minerals of
Mexico, developing.new bilingual displays

for use by high school and college teachers
to be sold by NAGT.

and educational exhibits.
Dr. Romero was born in Oaxaca and

pursued a degree in chemistry at the
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de México
where he received a fellowship to work with
Eduardo Schmitter, one of Mexico's leading
mineralogists. It was Schmitter who sparked
Dr. Romero's life -long passion of collecting
minerals. Dr. Romero later received MS and

Victor Baker to Head
Hydrology and Water
Resources Department
Victor Baker has accepted the position

PhD degrees in organic chemistry at
Harvard. In the early 1960s, Dr. Romero's
business took him to many parts of Mexico

premier program of its kind in the world.
Vic's major research focus has been on the

earnest. His company's analytical facilities

As Regents' Professor, Vic will maintain

his joint appointment with Geosciences,

Planetary Sciences, and the Lunar and
Planetary Laboratory while assuming his
responsibilities as department head.

Faculty Awards
and Honors

V
SUZANNE L. BALDWIN
Recipient of W. M. Keck Foundation
Grant to purchase equipment for
the UA Center for
Thermochronology and Noble Gas
Studies.
GEORGE H. DAVIS
Councillor of The Geological Society of
America
Head of the National Task Force on
Active Tectonics Science Initiative,
sponsored by NSF
Published Structural Geology of Rocks
and Regions (2nd edition) with S. J.
Reynolds, John Wiley and Sons
ROY A. JOHNSON
District Representative to Council,
Society of Exploration Geophysicists
JUDITH T. PARRISH
Completed Interpreting Pre- Quaternary
Climate from the Geologic Record, to
be published by Columbia
University Press
JOAQUIN RUIZ
Keynote Speaker for 75th Anniversary
of the University of Miami
SPENCER R. TITLEY

Australian Mineral Foundation
Distinguished Lecturer
TERRY WALLACE

of Department Head in Hydrology and
Water Resources, considered to be the

where he began to collect minerals in

fluvial sedimentology, glacial and

geomorphology of planetary surfaces,
channels and valleys on Mars and Venus,
3

Vice President of the Seismological
Society of America
Chairman of IRIS (Incorporated
Research Institutions for
Seismology)
President, Mineralogical Record Board
of Directors
New Mexico Tech Alumni Achievement
Award
Published Modern Global Seismology
with Thorne Lay, Academic Press

Sampling the Coast Mountains:
the Paleomag Crew in Alaska
From May 25 to June 9, 1996, a
paleomagnetic sampling crew from the
University of Arizona left "smokin' holes"

along Portland Canal which forms the
international border between British
Columbia and southeast Alaska. Bob
Butler and George Gehrels were joined by

PhD student Julie Libarkin and

undergraduates Brian Darby and Matt
Spurlin aboard the Barbara K, a 52' twin -

diesel motor launch chartered out of
Ketchikan for this and several past field
seasons. The Barbara K was captained by
Rick Matthews and provided our floating

"base camp" for the paleomagnetic
sampling of Cretaceous and Cenozoic
granitic rocks of the Coast Mountains. In

part thanks to unusually favorable
weather and calm seas, we obtained a
much larger than expected collection of
samples; >_8 oriented paleomagnetic core

samples were drilled and collected from
each of 136 sites on a transect across the
Coast Mountains. We managed this due
in significant measure to Julie becoming
a strong driller, aided by those sessions
in the Bear Down Gym weight room. We
hope that our paleomagnetic research on
these samples will yield data critical to

solution of the current "tilt versus

Crew sampling Dundas Island Pluton northwest of Prince Rupert, B.C. After a couple of
training days, we were a well oiled machine. Drilling, orienting, note taking, and core marking
were all accomplished in about 30 minutes per site.

Cretaceous time and the discordance Eocene time and is located on or near the
indicates that a major tectonic disruption

Coast Shear Zone. The existing

has affected these rocks of the North paleomagnetic data were collected more
on the Coast Mountains and adjacent American continental margin. A major than 20 years ago when methods of
translation" debate regarding the origin
areas of British Columbia and southeast
Alaska.

One of the most contentious tectonic
issues about the North America Cordillera
is whether the Cretaceous plutons of the
Coast Mountains Batholith traveled from
mid -Cretaceous paleolatitudes .3000 km

to the south OR instead post -midCretaceous northward motion was

ambiguity encountered in interpretation
of these paleomagnetic directions is that
paleohorizontal at the time of
magnetization cannot be easily
determined in intrusive igneous rocks.
Thus there are two competing
interpretations. Either these Cretaceous
granites have experienced (1) systematic
NE- side -up tilting of Cretaceous plutons

limited to several hundred kilometers of
northward displacement (May 5, 1995

during their uplift history (the "tilt"
interpretation), or (2) -3000 km

issue of Science). The far -traveled

northwards translation from lower mid Cretaceous paleolatitudes accompanied
by clockwise vertical -axis rotation (the

hypothesis is referred to as the "Baja B.C.
Hypothesis" because the proposed mid -

Cretaceous paleogeographic location of
much of British Columbia is in the area

Baja B.C. Hypothesis = "translation"

of present -day Baja California. The major

interpretations of the paleomagnetism of

interpretation). A constraint on

paleomagnetic research were much less
rigorous than they are now. One of the
objectives of our research is to test the
regional significance of this pattern of
paleomagnetic observations in the Coast

Mountains of southeast Alaska and
western B.C.

Our initial target for the 1996 field
season was the mid -Cretaceous Dundas
Island Pluton which comprises numerous
islands west of the entrance to Portland
Canal. It was here that our good luck with

weather was most important because
these exposures are quite open to the
Pacific and can be impossible to access in
poor weather. The logistics of geological
fieldwork in southeast Alaska require the

impetus for the Baja B.C. Hypothesis

the Cretaceous plutons is provided by use of inflatable, Zodiac -style boats for

comes from paleomagnetic data obtained

paleomagnetic directions observed from
Paleocene and Eocene plutons east of the
Coast Shear Zone. These data suggest that

from granitic rocks. Previous
paleomagnetic studies conducted near
"discordant" paleomagnetic directions

the major tectonic disturbance
responsible for paleomagnetic

from Cretaceous plutons west of the Coast

discordance in the older plutons (either

Shear Zone. These directions do not

NE- side -up tilting or latitudinal transport)

and south of Prince Rupert, B.C. revealed

match those predicted for this area during

occurred between mid -Cretaceous and
4

access to shoreline exposures which are
essentially the only exposures due to the
thick, rain -forest vegetation. (Ketchikan
has an average annual rainfall of about
150 inches!) Fortunately, George Gehrels
has many years experience with this style

of fieldwork, having done numerous
geological mapping and U /Pb

gourmand, putting away two or three

Other investigators are from Beloit

starting with his dissertation research

whole crabs at one sitting. While College, Purdue University, Lamont

while at Cal Tech. We had a clear skies,

geochronologic studies in the area,

anchored at Maple Bay, we had a chance

Doherty Earth Observatory, Virginia

no wind, and flat seas for the first five

meeting with Carol Evenchick of the

days. I have a tradition of taking a swim
in the ocean ( -40 °F) after we return to

Canadian Geological Survey who was also
staying in this bay where she had pitched

Polytechnic Institute, and the University
of Wyoming. During September 1994, a

the Barbara K following a day of paleomag
drilling and collecting. My evening swim

her tent on a float. She was doing early
season geologic mapping on the British

performed across the Queen Charlotte

around the boat gained added incentive
when the crew began demanding that I

Columbia side of Portland Canal with her
field assistant in preparation for fieldwork
in the high country later in the summer.
Carol joined us for a last dinner at Maple

between the Pacific and North American
plates), past Dundas Island just north of

some days of rain, but still very nice

Mountains and Intermontane geology

image the crustal and upper mantle

weather by southeast Alaska standards.

with maps spread around the Barbara K

structure of the Coast Mountains

Because Dundas Island is a valued fishing

salon.
After completing our paleomagnetic
sampling we headed back for Ketchikan.

formed by the collision of the Insular and

swim an additional lap for each successive

day of sunshine. I couldn't quite manage
this after the fifth day after which we had

and hunting area for the coastal Indians
of this area, Wayne Ryan joined us as a
native observer for the Lax Kw'alaams

Bay, after which we talked Coast

reflection seismic experiment was
fault system (present plate boundary
Prince Rupert, B.C., then up the full
length of Portland Canal to Stewart, B.C.
This seismic experiment was designed to

Batholith located along the suture zone

Intermontane Superterranes. Our
paleomagnetic studies are
part of the second phase of

Band. After several days accompanying us
during our fieldwork and evenings on the
Barbara K, Captain Rick asked Wayne: "So
Wayne, are most of the white people you

the ACCRETE Project, "An

Integrated

Study of
Continental Growth at a

know as crazy as these Arizona

Convergent to Transpressive
Plate Margin," which focuses

geologists ?" After pondering this question

for at least a full minute, Wayne replied:
"Yep, pretty much." Our only
disappointment in this early phase of the
fieldwork was the lack of a catch in our

on the Coast Mountains

crab pot and the disinterest which the

seismic, petrologic, structural,

salmon displayed for the herring on our
hooks.
When we completed sampling of the

of these plutonic rocks which

orogen of British Columbia

and southeast Alaska. In
conjunction with the
and geochronologic studies

Dundas Island pluton, we headed up
Portland Canal, sampling Paleocene and

Eocene plutons on the east side of the
Coast Shear Zone. This deformation zone
extends some 800 km parallel to the Coast

Julie Libarkin drilling a core alongside
Portland Canal. Bob is making a fashion

Mountains orogen and has the aspect statement with the Stegosaurus -style Polar
ratio of a shoelace. The Coast Shear Zone

Plus hat (above). And for afternoon wear,
is a high temperature ductile shear zone Bob's Helly Hanson overalls and safety
which has been interpreted as (1) a major glasses are just the thing (right).
strike -slip fault system that contributed

to the northward translation of the

western terranes; (2) a suture zone formed

by orthogonal collision between the
Insular and Intermontane Superterranes;
and (3) locus of post accretion tilting of
crustal blocks to the west containing the
mid -Cretaceous plutons with discordant

Brian and Matt stayed on in Gnat Cove
near the entrance to Portland Canal for
three weeks of geological mapping. A
fairly nasty storm with high, but trailing
seas in Dixon Entrance chased us back to

Ketchikan. I headed back to Oregon,
paleomagnetic directions. During our where I was on sabbatical leave last
days sampling near the Coast Shear Zone,

semester, a couple of days later. Julie spent

the crew arranged a surprise early 50th
birthday party for me (I'd like to try to

a couple of days backpacking outside
Ketchikan before heading south. George

time was had by all and I'm pretty sure

aboard their small boat, the Wildcat.
Returning to the scientific issues, the

emplacement, cooling and uplift history,

UA paleomagnetic study of the Coast
Mountains is part of the ACCRETE

magnetic studies may yield observations

Project. This multidisciplinary research

translation" debate.

convince you that this 50th birthday spent the balance of the summer in
party was early by say 10 years, but various locations in southeast Alaska with
nobody seems to buy that line). A good his wife Jennifer and three children will provide independent control on the
we set a southeast Alaska tag -team record
for killing a bottle of Pusser's rum.

In the last week of fieldwork, we
collected samples from younger Cenozoic
plutons at the eastern extreme of Portland

Canal near Stewart, B.C. and Hyder,
Alaska. We also struck it rich on crabbing

and had several dinners of fresh
Dungeness crab. Matt proved to be the

project is funded by the Continental
Dynamics Program of the National
Science Foundation and is coordinated by
Linc Hollister of Princeton University and
Maria Crawford of Bryn Mawr College.
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the current paleomagnetic and rock -

critical to solution of the "tilt versus
Contributed by Bob Butler

ALUMNI NEWS
Gary Acton (MS '86) has recently joined

the Ocean Drilling Program as a Staff
Scientist after working a year and a half on

the faculty in the Dept. of Geology and

Geophysics at the University of New

William Holt (PhD '89) e-mails us that

following a two -year postdoc in New
Zealand at the Geophysics Division of DSIR

(Dept. of Industrial and Scientific

England in Armidale, Australia. During this

Research -now called Crown Research
Institute), he took a position as Assistant

past winter, Gary participated in a two month cruise (ODP Leg 165) that drilled

Professor at the Dept. of Earth and Space

five sites in the Caribbean Ocean. For more
information on his activities, or just to get

focused on problems in zones of active

in touch, visit his web site at http://wwwodp.tamu.edu/-acton/.
Nevine Boghossian -Melikian (MS '94) and

husband Rob, currently living in Phoenix,
are the proud parents of Alexandra, born

Sciences, University at Stony Brook. He has

continental lithospheric deformation, such
as Asia, New Zealand, Japan, and southern
California. In the summer of 1996 Bill was
promoted to Associate Professor. "There are
trout rivers here in NY, so its not that bad,
but I do sometimes miss the Catalinas."

in May.

Susanne Janecke (MS '86) has been

Susan Kahn Rollin (BS '60) writes that she

promoted to Associate Professor with tenure
at Utah State University.

George Davis
to Lead

Alumni
Field Trip
for GeoDaze
'97

is self -employed and practicing as an
environmental geologist. She is the author
of nine books.

Les McFadden (MS '78, PhD '82) is a
Professor in the Dept. of Earth and Planetary

Jennifer Bonini (MS '94) dropped by the

Sciences at the Univ. of New Mexico and
has recently been elected to the Quaternary

department to say hello after spending the

Geology and Geomorphology Division
Board (GSA, 2nd Vice Chair), named a

Leadership School on a backpacking tour

Councilor on the AMQUA Council and a
Fellow of GSA. Les writes that he is still
playing volleyball, but a different version

summer with the NOLS Outdoor
of south central Alaska for outdoor
educators. Jen is a teacher of 6th and 8th

grade science at St. Gregory College

( "for old, declining folk ").

Preparatory School in Tucson.
Maxine Dunkelman (BS '77) is with the
Department of Health Division of Radiation
Protection as a Geologist /Health Physicist

in Olympia, Washington. Maxine visited
with fellow alum Chris Roe (BS '76) in
Anchorage this past July and traveled for
three months in India in 1994. She writes
that she loves living in Washington State
and has taken up telemark skiing.
Robert Ellis (BS '71, MS '75) is living in

Reno, Nevada where he has based Ellis

Geophysical Consulting, providing

Lance Miller (PhD '94) e -mails us that he
enjoys reading the Newsletter. Lance is still

in Juneau as Chief Geologist of the AJ
Project for Echo Bay Mines.

GeoDaze '97 will feature a
HUACHUCA MOUNTAINS
HELD TRIP on Saturday, April

12. The trip will be led by
George Davis, along with
students and alumni who have

experienced the Huachucas.

Well look at the products of
three superposed regional
tectonic events -late Jurassic
faulting, and the dumping of
Glance Conglomerate; Laramide

Charles Ratté (PhD '63) retired as Vermont

State Geologist in 1991. He spent the
following two years as Visiting Professor of

Geology at the University of Kentucky

where he became an avid fan of UK
basketball and thoroughbred horse racing.
Charles spends the spring, summer and fall
in Vermont, wintering in South Carolina.

folding and thrusting, and the
'inversion' of the Glance basins;

and Miocene detachment
faulting. There's a lot to see, and

a lot to talk about -a good
excuse for a departmental field
trip, wherein: DEPARTMENT =

consulting services to the mining industry
in North and South America.

John -Mark Staude (PhD '95) joined BHP in

January when Magma Copper was

ALUMNI + STUDENTS +

purchased by BHP. Since then he's worked
in Mexico and Argentina as well as in the
new Tucson office. John -Mark continues his

FACULTY + STAFF + FRIENDS.

Lisa Ely (MS '85, PhD '92) was married in

June to Andrew Piacsek at the Springwood
Ranch in Ellensburg, Washington. Lisa is

an Assistant Professor at the Dept. of

Mexico research and writing. He's still
putting in those miles in ultramarathons,

Geology at Central Washington University.

bike rides and airplanes.

Cevat Er (MS '85) and his wife Penny have
two children, Geoffrey (1991) and Gregory

Karen (MS '87) and Bart Suchomel (MS '85)

(1994). Cevat is currently employed by
Growth Resources, Inc. as General Manager
and is developing international business in

the environmental and waste management
fields in Turkey, Azerbejan and Kazakistan.

have been in Chile for four and half years
now and have three children, all boys. Bart
is Exploration Manager -South America for
WMC Chile S.A. Karen has started an office

for Hydro- Search in Chile doing
groundwater consulting.

We want to hear from
you! Send us your
news. Send us a

picture. Let us know
what you're doing
now.

LIFE AFTER GRADUATE SCHOOL
by Paul Johnson (MS ' 84)
originally drawn to the landscape and
focused on that. I began exhibiting the work

in galleries, first in Santa Fe and then all
over the west.

degree came up. Things fell into place and
I started the degree at the Sorbonne several

years ago. It was a strange and wonderful
irony to begin something that had been a

lifelong dream. So here I am,
finishing that degree, continuing
the collaboration with IFP -and
painting.
During the periods that I

work in Paris, I spend many
evenings and weekends at the

Museums -the Louvre, the
Musee Orsay, L'Orangerie, the
Musee Marmattan- studying the
great masters. The influence of
time spent in the museums and
galleries of Paris has made its
mark, and my work has evolved
from the landscape to interior
scenes from my apartment on

Paul Johnson is an alumni of our geophysics
program and is currently a research scientist at
Los Alamos, a PhD candidate at the Sorbonne
in Paris, and a talented painter as well. For an
in -depth view of Paul's artistic side see: http:/
/www.roadrunner.com/-pauly

Blvd. Voltaire.

The balance between
science and art serves me well. I

work with terrific and talented

Science has its rewards, but I have

people at Los Alamos and in

always loved music and the arts. My mother

was a painter and musician and the first
present that I can remember was a set of
pastels and paper. Our house was full of
paintings that I grew up with. After grad
school, I began painting again. It was a
revelation: it struck me very quickly that

At Los Alamos, I have worked primarily

Paris. The other half of my life is one of

in the domain of nonlinear phenomena in

solitude in my studio or painting outdoors.
Painting is a powerful driving force with a

earth materials (see: http://www.ees4.1anl.gov/

Nonlinear), developing collaborations with
researchers in Russia and France who had

life of its own. I am dragged along like a

similar interests in studies of nonlinear

taking me. I guess that's life.

boat on a river. I don't know where it's

behavior. Especially in France at the Institut

Finally I just want to say hello to

Français du Pétrole (IFP), the connection

old friends from UA: Rik, Stan, Lynne,

I began painting in earnest on

grew into a sizable collaboration and I spent

evenings starting in the mid- 1980s. I was

quite a lot of time working there in 199394. At one point, the issue of a doctorate

Joyce, Paul, Tim, Caroline, Ken, Andrew,
Bart, and others
I hope you are all
well.

this is what I wanted to do; that this is why
I am here, in fact.

weekends and sometimes during the

Spring /August 1996 Degrees Awarded
Cheryl Marie Cook (BS)
Robert M. Moulton (BS)

Lesley A. Perg (BS)
George Christopher Raspa (BS)

Brook C. D. Riley (BS)
Jacqueline J. Shinker (BS)

Erin E. Barger (MS) Migration of recharge water downgradient from the Santa Catalina Mountains into the Tucson basin aquifer (23 p, Prepub
Manuscript) Austin Long
Carmala N. Garzione (MS) Provenance of sedimentary rocks in the Canadian Cordilleran Miogeocline: a Nd study (48 p, Prepub Manuscript)
Jonathan Patchett
Kay C. Havenor (PhD) Hydrogeologic framework of the Roswell groundwater basin, Chaves, Eddy, Lincoln, and Otero Counties, New Mexico
(274 p) Spencer Tetley
Kevin C. Horstman (PhD) Geological, remote sensing, and geophysical investigation of the greater Arivaca region, Pima and Santa Cruz
Counties, Arizona (106 p) Spencer Titley
Claudio Latorre (MS) Expansion of C4 grasses and global climate change in the late Miocene: stable isotope evidence from the Americas (41
p, Prepub Manuscript) Jay Quade
Gopal K. Mohapatra (PhD) Faulting and basin geometry beneath the Great Salt Lake: implication for basin evolution and Cenozoic extension

(159 p) Roy Johnson
James B. Nelson (MS) Analysis of trace element distribution distal to porphyry copper deposits (207 p) John M. Guilbert
Jeffrey S. Pigati (MS) Carbon isotopes in enamel bio- apatite: applications to paleodietary reconstruction and geochronology (23 p, Prepub

Manuscript) Jay Quade
Danny B. Sims (PhD) The relationship of ore and structural geology at the Red Dog Zn -Pb -Ag deposit, western Brooks Range, Alaska (142 p)
Spencer Titley
Nontsikelelo Van Averbeke (MS) Fluid inclusion constraints on lithophile- element mineralization in the Great Basin (23 p, Prepub Manuscript)
Mark Barton
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The Desert Laboratory on Tumamoc Hill:
Past and Present

(Left) An aerial view of Tumamoc Hill, photographed by Peter Kresan. (Right) The Desert Laboratory staff with visitors in 1906: Standing, left
to right, Mr. Reeder, Godfrey Sykes, William A. Cannon, Burton E. Livingston, Francis E. Lloyd, Mr. Lantz. Seated, left to right: Mrs. Sykes, Dr.
Davenport, Robert S. Woodward, Daniel T. MacDougal, George H. Shull, Mrs. Livingston.

Early History

Four miles west of the UA campus is
the Desert Laboratory on Tumamoc Hill, a
400- hectare reserve and institution with a
93 -year legacy in environmental research

about deserts. The Desert Lab was the
brainchild of Frederick V. Coville, chief
botanist of the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture.
Inspired by his own explorations of Death

Valley in 1891, Coville convinced the
Carnegie Institution of Washington to
establish a laboratory to study
ecophysiological adaptations of plants to

aridity. In 1903, Coville and Daniel T.
McDougal of the New York Botanical

In 1956, the University bought the Desert

Lab for $100,000, and it became the site for
the new Dept. of Geochronology under Terah

(Ted) Smiley's direction. Paul Martin, a
young palynologist from Michigan, was
research to
hired
include the history óf desert environments.
Ray Turner, a USGS. botanist, moved his
office to the Desert Lab in 1976. This put Ray
within earshot of long- established vegetation

plots, which he had been monitoring since
the late 1950s. Paul and Ray retired in 1989,
though both maintain a strong presence on
the Hill. Some of the legacies from their tenure

Garden toured the Southwest and Mexico

include a rich paleobotanical archive now

in search of a site. They settled on Tumamoc

being exploited for geochemical, anatomical
and genetic studies; an archipelago of longterm vegetation plots in the Sonoran Desert;
a digitized plant- distribution data base for the
Sonoran Desert and adjoining region; and a
collection of 3000 historical photographs of
western landscapes, matched from the same
vantage point.

Hill, a saguaro- studded butte overlooking
what was then a small university town of
10,000. Ironically, the astronomer and tree -

ring pioneer Andrew Douglass had
prospected Tumamoc Hill as a possible site
for the Lowell Observatory in 1894.
During the next 37 years (1903- 1940),
the Carnegie Institution's Desert Laboratory
pioneered ecological research in deserts and

Current Mission

In the 1990s, Jay Quade, Assistant
played a key role in the emergence of
ecology as a field of study. Prominent Professor in Geosciences, inherited Paul's
scientists at the Lab, such as McDougal,

position as Director, and injected the Desert

Forrest Shreve, and Burton Livingston, were

Lab with a strong dose of stable isotope

among the founders of the Ecological

population biology of desert annuals on the
Hill since 1983.
Under this new leadership, the Desert Lab

has a long -term commitment to developing
a unified coherent framework for the study
of surface processes in deserts. The goal is to
develop the infrastructure for collaboration

between geologists, hydrologists, and
ecologists in reconstructing landscape history.
Current research activities at the Desert Lab
range far and wide. Desert Lab scientists study

hillslope geomorphology, plant ecology,
paleobotany and isotope geochemistry. Field
sites span from arid North and South America
to Australia and central Asia.
Faculty and Researchers
Jay Quade is a soils

/stable isotope

geochemist. Earlier in his career, Jay helped

develop models, now widely adopted,
linking carbon isotopes from soil carbonates

to soil respiration, vegetation and
atmospheric CO2. He applied these models
to infer a pedogenic origin for calcite veins
at Yucca Mountain, a controversy in the its
licensing for burial of nuclear waste. Jay and

his colleagues have also documented the
late Miocene expansion of grasses from
Pakistan to Argentina. This global event

geochemistry. The USGS -Water Resources

may be linked to mountain building,

Society of America in 1915. In 1920, the

Division hired Bob Webb and Julio

Desert Lab's magazine, Plant World, became
the Society's trade journal, Ecology. In 1940,

Betancourt, former Geosciences students,
as replacements for Ray; they were joined

weathering, climate change and possibly
decreasing atmospheric CO2. Jay, PhD
candidate Lois Roe, and MS student Tank
Ojha are now applying strontium isotopes

after the University refused to buy the

recently by Waite Osterkamp,

facility for the nominal price of one dollar,

geomorphologist previously stationed in
Denver, and Jack Wolfe, a retired USGS
paleobotanist. Although his office remains

the Carnegie Institution transferred the
Desert Lab to the Forest Service, which used
it as its Southwest Experiment Station until

the 1950s.

a

on campus, Larry Venable (EEB) has
conducted experimental studies of the
8

from shells and soil carbonates to
reconstruct erosional unroofing of the
Nepal Himalayas during the past 12 million
years. Jay, and PhD candidates Bill Phillips

and Nat Lifton are using cosmogenic

isotopes to date a variety of geomorphic

succession indeed occurs in deserts, and

age for barrel cactus and Engelmann prickly

surfaces from the Channel Scablands in the
Columbia Plateau to the Himalayas. For her

discovered the value of repeat photography
and packrat midden research (both he and
Jay have collected stick -nest rat middens in

pear. Determining when plants were

thesis, Lois Roe is developing analytical
methods for studying biogenic phosphates
as a key to understanding the physiological
evolution of early whales.

Australia). Bob has reconstructed
paleofloods and historic channel changes
in the Colorado River Basin, and was among

is a paleobotanist with a

the first to quantify the link between

long, productive career in the Paleontology
and Stratigraphy Branch of the USGS. Jack's
claim to fame is an alternative to traditional

climate variability and flood frequency in
southern Arizona. In 1984, he floated the
Colorado River to study debris flows and

Jack Wolfe

paleobotanical methods that rely on their influence on formation of Grand
inferences from fossils based on distribution
of their nearest living relatives. Jack works
in the Cretaceous and early to mid -Cenozoic,
when few species overlap with the modem

Canyon rapids. He has floated the Grand
Canyon many times since to estimate the
magnitude and frequency of debris flows,
as well as to document vegetation change.

flora. Jack uses the modern climatic These river trips, justified by the Glen

established made it possible to correlate
periods of good or poor recruitment with
climatic events. Her 5 -year study of flower
and fruit production demonstrated that the

abundance of flowers in a given year is a
function of plant size, whereas the proportion
of flowers that set fruit is related to rainfall of
the preceding winter. Her phenological studies

resulted in a novel method for discovering
the environmental triggers and heat sums that
bring plants into flower. Reliance on triggering

rains coordinates reproduction with high soil

moisture, increasing the likelihood of
successful seed production. Jan also has
written several historical accounts of the

distribution of angiosperm leaf morphology

Canyon Environmental Impact Studies,

Desert Lab and its early researchers; her natural

to infer paleoaltitudes and paleoclimates from
fossil leaf assemblages. He recently developed
CLAMP (Climate -Leaf Analysis Multivariate

culminated in a recent UA Press book and
several monographs that rely heavily on
repeat photography. Peter Griffiths, a recent
Geosciences graduate (MS), who worked
with Bob in the Grand Canyon, is now on

history writing, as books of essays and field
guides, is recognized across the Southwest.

the permanent USGS staff at the Desert Lab.

Ike Russell Postdoctoral Fellowship. Mr.

Program), a computer model and industry
standard that correlates climate and 31 leaf
physiognomic characters. Jack is currently

Ike Russell Postdoctoral Fellowship
In 1995, the Desert Lab established the

applying CLAMP to infer nonmarine climates

Ted Melis, a PhD candidate, is writing his thesis

in the Gulf of Mexico from 60 to 50 million

Russell was a patron of desert research, and

years ago, when the Earth cooked to its

on the Grand Canyon studies. Most recently,
Bob, Jay and PhD candidate Tom Biggs have

used his skills as a bush pilot to guide

warmest during the Tertiary.
Waite Osterkamp, a geomorphologist,

been studying the effects of different fire
frequencies on nutrient cycling in desert

is interested in the factors that govern grasslands at Fort Huachuca.
landscape stability, from hillslopes to
Julio Betancourt, a paleoecologist, is
bottomlands. He studies the nature and rate
of recovery of these surfaces from natural

interested in how climate variability affects

and anthropogenic disturbance, and the

vegetation on time scales from years to
millennia. He has studied El Niño effects

role that vegetation plays in this recovery.

on southwestern fire and flood regimes, and

This information can be used to plan the influence of drought on the regional
engineering works and to manage riparian

demography of pinyon -juniper woodlands.

settings. For example, maintaining the
integrity of channel islands at Deer Flat

He is part of a group developing a model
linking climate and plant distributions in
the Sonoran Desert. Julio also continues to
expand the packrat midden record, one of
the world's richest archives of plant and
animal remains from the last 40,000 years.

National Wildlife Refuge is a key issue in
the adjudication of Snake River streamflow.

In many river systems, these islands are
everchanging, but in the Snake River, they
are relics of the Bonneville Flood 14,500
years ago. Waite's role is to identify rates of
water release adequate for power generation

and irrigation, while maintaining the
integrity of the unusual habitat provided

by the channel islands. Waite also has
investigated processes involved in the
origin and development of playa -lake basins

in the Southern High Plains. His current
research includes the evolution of armored
hillslopes, the geomorphic and hydrologic

effects of transmission loss to arid -zone
stramflow, and the processes of sediment

Kate Aasen- Rylander fosters the growth and

scientist /hydrologist /ecologist with a
background in civil engineering. Early in

his career, he edited a book and wrote
several articles on the effect of off -road
vehicles on desert soils. This work led to
post -disturbance studies of soil recovery and

plant succession in ghost towns. In the

Mojave Desert, he found that plant

Pulliam to seemingly inaccessible field sites.

Jean Russell, Ike's widow, established the
Russell Fund in 1988. With contributions
from additional donors, the Russell Fund

has grown sufficiently to support a
revolving, postdoctoral fellowship for the
next decade. In the near future, we hope to
fully endow the Russell Fund, and sustain
the postdoctoral fellowship on the annual
interest for posterity. The first recipient of
the Russell Fellowship is Dr. Sean Connin

from Dartmouth University who has
recently completed his thesis on "Impacts
of arid land shrub expansion on soil carbon

cycling from 14C ages and carbon and
oxygen isotope ratios of pedogenic calcite
and organic matter." Sean will be working

accessibility of this archive, and 4 with Webb and Quade on plant and soil
undergraduate students help in the field
and laboratory Currently, Julio, Steve

biogeochemical cycling and fire frequency
in the southwestern U.S.

Leavitt, PhD candidate Pete Van de Water,
and MS student Lisa Pedicino are mining
this archive for stomatal density and carbon

Also on board are postdocs Maria Angeles
Alonso Diago and Kirk Vincent. Maria, funded

isotope analyses of fossil leaves to study
plant responses to CO2 enrichment during
the last deglaciation. Most recently, Julio

has embarked on a multinational
collaborative effort to develop the
paleoecological potential of fossil rodent

storage and revegetation that follow middens in arid South America. Tom Van
catastrophic floods.
Bob Webb is a geomorphologist /soil

luminaries such as Paul Martin and Ron

by Banco Central Hispano and USGS, is
working with Osterkamp on the impact of

urbanization on fluvial and coastal
geomorphology of the Rio Grande de Loiza
basin in Puerto Rico, and on discriminating
between natural and accelerated erosion due
to grazing in the Walnut Gulch Experimental
Watershed, southern Arizona. Kirk is mapping

Devender, who mentored Julio and many
of the midden researchers who got their
start on the Hill, will be responsible for the
Mexican scope of the project.
Jan Bowers, a botanist with the USGS,
has worked on the Hill since 1982. Her

the geomorphic surfaces in southeastern
Arizona /southwestern New Mexico, with

primary interests are the reproductive biology,
demography, and phenology of woody desert

to climate and land use.

plants, especially in relation to climate. She
modeled the relation between plant size and
9

USDA -Forest Service's Borderlands Ecosystem

Program. His work will provide the geologic
basis for interpreting rates of geomorphic and
ecological change in border grasslands relative

Contributed by Julio Betancourt

Emeritus Faculty Profile
Paul S. Martin
"Now and then comes a person staggering under a big question
looking for a big truth.... These people crystallize issues, cause us to
stop, look up, and see differently, phrase our little questions with more
focus, and sort our little truths with meaning." (Paleoecologist Dale

Paul's watch,
Tumamoc Hill

Guthrie, University of Alaska, on Paul Martin, letter of September 1993,
cited in Agenbroad 1995.)

leveling the old

A couple of weeks ago, I parked a preprint of Paul Martin's
most recent paper (Martin and Szuter 1996) bedside in preparation
for writing this brief tribute. It contained everything I've come to
expect in Paul's writings -a rich plot, meticulous scholarship, and
one after another delightful turn -of- phrase. If there's another
quality to Paul's writings, it's dogged persistence. Okay, so you
guessed it- Paul's bedtime story is about extinction.

make room for a
teaching hospital
moving
and

Paul has spent a career cajoling the rest of us, from archaeology
to zoology, into considering man as the ultimate keystone species
(Martin 1966; Martin 1967; Martin and Wright 1967; Martin 1973;

a title earned in
1989, Paul has

Long and Martin 1974; Martin and Mossiman 1976; Janzen and
Martin 1982; Martin and Klein 1984; Martin 1986; Martin 1990).
This time, though, Paul's bully pulpit was not the ice age peopling

suit and armor to

narrowly escaped
such proposals as
stone buildings to

of the New World and the ensuing extinction of megafauna.
Instead, this paper is about Lewis and Clark, warring tribes,
patchiness of big game from the upper Missouri to the Red and

married student

housing to the

Desert Lab. As
Emeritus Professor,

once again donned

Paul Martin in Santa Domingo, Sonora,
Mexico, 1991 (photo by Peter Kresan).

protect 320 acres of

Common School Public Trust Lands on Tumamoc Hill from
development. If you see Paul, ask him about the good fight. As a
bonus, you'll probably end up hearing about Lewis and Clark.
-Julio L. Betancourt, Desert Lab, September 20, 1996

Yellowstone Rivers, and assumptions we make about history to
manage modern landscapes. I found myself staying up later than
usual, rereading one or another of the 70 compelling pages.
Paul's first brush with extinction and the Desert Laboratory
on Tumamoc Hill came in November of 1957. He was in Tucson,
fresh from two consecutive postdocs at Yale and the Université de

Agenbroad, L. D., 1995, Paul Martin, a man of the Pleistocene, pp.
25 -32 in Late Quaternary environments and deep history: a Tribute
to Paul S. Martin (D. W. Steadman, and J. I. Mead, Eds.). The
Mammoth Site of Hot Springs, South Dakota, Inc.
Betancourt, J. L., Van Devender, T. R. and Martin, P. S., 1990, Packrat
middens: The last 40,000 years of biotic change. Univ. of Arizona,
Tucson, 472 p.

Montreal, following his doctoral work at the University of
Michigan. His new boss, Ted Smiley, greeted him at the Desert Lab

where Paul would become part of the new program in

Janzen, D. and Martin, R S., 1982, Neotropical anachronisms: The
fruits the gomphotheres ate. Science 215: 19 -27.
Long, A. and Martin, R S., 1974, Death of American ground sloths.
Science 186: 638 -640.
Martin, R S., 1966, Africa and Pleistocene overkill. Nature 212: 339-

Geochronology. On this same day, Ted handed him two bags of
material recently excavated from Rampart Cave, one with ground
sloth dung and the other with packrat midden debris. The dung,
containing plants growing today on the slope in front of Rampart

342.
Martin, R S. ,1967, Overkill at Olduvai Gorge. Nature 215: 212 -213.
Martin, R S., 1973, The discovery of America. Science 179: 969 -974.
Martin, R S., 1986, Refuting late Pleistocene extinction models, pp.
106 -130 in Dynamics of Extinction (K. D. Elliott, Ed.). John Wiley

Cave, revealed no explanation for sloth extinction. Packrat
middens showed that vegetation and climate were changing when
megafauna became extinct ( Betancourt, Van Devender, and Martin
1990), but these changes apparently were not unique to termination
of the last of several ice ages; the only thing that was unusual was the
arrival of Clovis peoples in the New World just prior to extinction.

& Sons, NY.
Martin, R S. 1990, 40,000 years of extinctions on the "planet of doom."
Paleogeography, Paleoclimatology, Paleoecology 82: 187 -201.
Martin, R S. 1995. Rediscovering the Desert Lab, pp. 1 -24 in Late
Quaternary environments and deep history: a Tribute to Paul S.
Martin (D. W. Steadman, and J. I. Mead, Eds.). The Mammoth
Site of Hot Springs, South Dakota, Inc.

The old Desert Lab "seemed to be spinning through a time
warp," and Paul was enchanted (see Paul's charming account in
Martin 1995). The rest, in what became his battle cry, is "deep
history" and 40 years of contributions to Quaternary ecology by
Paul and an impressive cadre of students. From his customary perch

on "the Hill ", Paul helped a surprising number of Quaternary
geoscientists first spread their wings. His contagious enthusiasm

Martin, R S. and Wright, H. E., Jr., Eds., 1967, Pleistocene extinctions:
The search for a cause. Yale Univ. Press, New Haven, 440 p.

and uncanny ability to rejoice in other people's science are two of
the many reasons why he attracted good students. The list includes
Dave Adam, Julio Betancourt, Vorsila Bohrer, Tony Burgess, Bill
Byers, Ken Cole, Pat Fall, Bonnie Fine, Vance Haynes, Dick Hevly,
Gerald Kelso, Jim King, Paul Leskinen, Jim Mead, Pete Mehringer,

Martin, R S. and Klein, R. G., Eds., 1984, Quaternary extinctions: A
prehistoric revolution. Univ. of Arizona Press, Tucson, 892 p.
Martin, R S. and Szuter, C. R. 1996, Revising the "wild" West: Big

game meets the ultimate keystone species, in Prehistoric human
impact on the environment: A global perspective (C. L. Redman,

Art Phillips, Norrie Robbins, Jeff Saunders, Jim Schoenwetter, Geoff
Spaulding, Dave Steadman, Bob Thompson, Tom Van Devender, Pete
Van de Water, Bob Webb, and Fred Wiseman. In September 1993,
about half of us gathered at the Hot Springs Mammoth Site in North
Dakota to celebrate Paul's career (Steadman and Mead 1995).

S. R. James, R R. Fish, and J. D. Rogers, Eds.). (In press.)

Mossiman, J. E. and Martin, P.S., 1976, Simulating overkill by
paleoindians. American Scientist 63: 304 -313.
Steadman, D. W. and Mead, J. I., Eds., 1995, Late Quaternary

environments and deep history: a Tribute to Paul S. Martin. The
Mammoth Site of Hot Springs, South Dakota, Inc.

Paul not only mentored numerous students, but shared
stewardship of the Desert Laboratory for 40 years. On Ted and
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Ev Lindsay Retires
after 40 Years

of Teaching
Last May saw the end of a long and illustrious teaching
career in the Department of Geosciences. Ev Lindsay ended
40 years of teaching by standing in the breach once again to
teach Historical Geology for Pete Kresan who had been injured
in a car accident. Ev began his teaching career in the high
schools of Placerville and Yuba City, California from 1956 to
1962, after receiving his MS at Chico State. He continued his
education at the University of Michigan, the University of Assembling a mastodon at the Vertebrate Paleontology Laboratory on
Illinois, and Cornell University, and received his PhD in 1967 Tumamoc Hill, 1976. Ev Lindsay (left), Kevin Moodie (center), and
George Gaylord Simpson (right).

from UC Berkeley.

When Ev came to the University of Arizona in 1967, he
inherited a small Vertebrate Paleontology program, and he developed a vertebrate chronology of Miocene -Pleistocene
began to buiki a fine teaching and research fossil collection. sediments throughout Arizona, applied magnetostratigraphy to
His research career shot forward with the 1973 publication of the Siwalik sequence in Pakistan (with the same team), and again
his Barstow dissertation, which is still widely cited. Recollection applied magnetics (with Bob Butler) to the Cretaceous and early
of the 70s must include Ev's cordial relationship with George Tertiary deposits of the San Juan Basin. His research record has
Gaylord Simpson. Simpson gave guest lectures at the been prolific, including 90 publications. During the 1990s Ev
department, and Ev's relationship with Simpson, a conduit Lindsay developed the early Miocene record for the Indian
for student access to Simpson, was a great asset to the program. Subcontinent, opening up a new area on the edge of Baluchistan.
The two shared many thorough discussions of research at His research program remains very active, with his current grant
frequent luncheons with graduate students. These students, funding research on the Pliocene of Nevada. In fact, Ev's
many of whom now occupy prominent positions in North retirement date of May 1996 may be a surprise to many in the
American universities, banded together to form the notorious department because he's still very active in his office and
"Red Fireballs."
laboratory on the third floor of the Gould- Simpson Building.
Ev's multidisciplinary approach to the historical record
Contributed by Larry Flynn and Owen Davis
was groundbreaking: with Neil Opdyke and Noye Johnson he

In Memory of
Orlo E. Childs, 82, passed away at his home in

research and was named University Professor

Tucson on April 21, 1996, after a long and courageous
battle with cancer. Orlo Childs was born in Loa, Utah,

Emeritus upon his retirement in 1979.
Moving to Tucson in 1979, Dr. Childs became
Adjunct Professor in the Arizona Bureau of Mines

distinguished career in petroleum geology and higher
education. He received his BS in 1935 and his MS in
1937 at the University of Utah. He completed his PhD
in geology at the University of Michigan in 1945.

and Geology and directed a ten -year geological
research project (COSUNA) on the correlation of

on March 28, 1914. He pursued a long and

Orlo E. Childs

Dr. Childs' early career included teaching
appointments at Weber College, University of
Michigan, Colgate University and University of
Wyoming. From 1949 to 1962, he served as
Exploration Projects Director for Phillips Petroleum
Company. In 1962, he directed the research program
in Marine Geology and Hydrology for the U.S.G.S.
From 1963 to 1970 he was President of the Colorado
School of Mines and during this period he also served
on federal advisory boards on natural resources and

public lands. He also served as President of the
American Association of Petroleum Geologists in
1965 -66. From 1970 to 1974, Dr. Childs was Vice President for Research and Special Programs at Texas
Tech University. In 1974, he returned to teaching and
11

stratigraphic charts of North America. From 1980-

85 he also served as Director of the Mining and
Mineral Resources Research Institute in the College

of Mines at the UA. In 1992, he was awarded an
honorary doctorate at Weber State University.
Orlo Childs is survived by his wife of 50 years,
Elizabeth Swisher Childs, three children and three
grandchildren.
Dr. Childs was a devoted teacher who valued
individual attention to his students. Mrs. Elizabeth

Childs has established the "Orlo E. Childs
Scholarship Fund for Undergraduate Study in
Geology" here in the Department of Geosciences to
support activities that bring undergraduate majors

in geology in close scholarly contact with their
faculty mentors. Contributions to this scholarship
fund may be sent to the Department of Geosciences.

Determining the Source of Metals and Timing of
Mineralization through Osmium Isotopes
The UA has a long tradition of studying
Oporphyry mineralization

base metal porphyry deposits through the

>1.7 billion
year old
Precambrian
crust

work of John Guilbert, Spence Titley, and their

students. We continue that tradition by
applying new methodologies to the problem
of why large accumulations of metals occur

- magmatism

ÌI

in the earth's crust. We are using a new isotopic
system to date and to determine metal sources

of base metal porphyry deposits. Base metal
porphyry deposits are interesting because they
represent major accumulations of chalcophile
elements within the earth's crust, and are set

billion- -1°r

<1.7
year old
Precambrian
crust

within large hydrothermal systems where
prolonged interaction between fluids derived

from magmas and country rocks have
concentrated these metals well above average
crustal values. Mineralization is spatially and
temporally associated with subduction zone
magmatism, and the magmas are believed to

been studied extensively for decades. Previous
studies, involving whole rock, mineral, fluid

source of metals. Some argue that the metals
must originate from mantle -derived magmas,
whereas others believe crustal geochemical
provinces control metallogenesis. The most
significant correlation between mineralization
and metal source was recognized by Titley,
who demonstrated that the Ag /Au ratios of

ore deposits in southern Arizona and New
Mexico correspond to two Proterozoic crustal
domains that differ in age and lithology. This
correlation suggests that the crust influences

metal ratios in ore deposits regardless of
deposit age or style of mineralization. The Pb
isotope ratios of some of these deposits also

80

70

I

60
age, Ma

50

40

u Porphyry/Skarn
Replacement (manto)

El Soldado,
Chile, 100 Ma

1870s
188OS

inclusion, and stable isotope analysis, have

not been able to uniquely determine the

I

90

of mantle and crustal components for the
mineralization will constrain some of the

base metal porphyry deposits which have

I

1

be a product of mixing of upper mantle and
crustal material. Determining the proportion
processes that are ultimately responsible for
the ore formation, which is of academic and
economic importance.
Arizona and Chile contain world class

I

I

El Teniente, Chile,
7 Ma

mantle

Andacollo, Chile,
100 Ma

Magma Mine,
Arizona, 60 Ma

0
Os becomes a significant tracer for the source
of the metal of interest, i.e., Cu, Zn, etc. Os is

also compatible relative to Re in partial
melting of the mantle, leading to high Re /Os
ratios in the products of mantle melting that
in turn evolve to greatly elevated 1870s /'880s
ratios over time due to the decay of 187Re to
18705. Thus, Re -Os isotopes are a potentially

powerful tool for documenting interactions

between the crust and mantle in sulfide

In determining metal source, the mantle
contains more Os than continental crust, but
continental crust can contribute significant
radiogenic Os by virtue of being older and
having higher Re /Os ratios, which is expressed
in base metal sulfides with high initial 1870s/

18805 ratios. Our preliminary data from
Magma, Arizona and El Teniente, Andacollo
and El Soldado, Chile, indicates a large crustal
component for the mineralization (see figure).

suggest that the crust is influencing mineralization.

Interestingly, the 18705/18805 ratios of Chilean

metallogeny, but neither study can determine
the influence of the mantle on metallogenesis,

Problems that have hindered the full

porphyry base metal deposits, regardless of

application of Re-Os isotopes, such as difficulty

age, are less radiogenic than the 1ß70s /1880s

which must be present as the deposits are

in concentrating and separating the elements

linked to subduction processes beneath

from samples with low (ppb -ppt)

continental crust and mantle.

concentrations, and a lack of instrumentation
with detection levels in this range, have been

ratio of Magma, which is situated in older,
probably more radiogenic lower crust. At El
Soldado, Chile, a -100 Ma Cu -Au manto
deposit, sulfides are much more radiogenic

resolved at the UA Re -Os lab with the

than in the Chilean base metal porphyry
deposits. This indicates a different source for

The Re -Os isotope system is uniquely
suitable for studying mineralization because
Re and Os are strongly chalcophile, and are
in higher concentrations in sulfides relative
to silicate rocks. If one assumes that Os is a

development of new techniques. We have
obtained Re -Os ages for molybdenite from
Laramide base metal porphyry deposits in
Arizona that form two groups, distinguished
by the age of the crustal domain in which
they occur (see figure), suggesting that the

good proxy for the sulfide ore -forming metals,

crust has influenced mineralization.

Rhenium -Osmium Isotopes
Applied to Base Metal Porphyries
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the Os, with a plausible source being
metalliferous black shales. These preliminary
data suggest an significant role for the Re -Os

isotopic system in the further study and
exploration of copper deposits worldwide.
Contributed by Joaquin Ruiz

Geosciences Grad Students

Head for "Down Under"
On May 25, 1996, a party of seven UA
graduate students (Jenny Becker, Tom Biggs,

Carmie Garzione, Damian Hodkinson, Jeff
Johnson, Frank Mazdab, and Lukas Zurcher)

gathered in Sydney, New South Wales,
Australia to begin a journey by road and
air across the continent and back. The field
trip, organized and partially funded by the

UA student chapter of the Society of
Economic Geologists (SEG), was designed

to visit many of Australia's classic ore
deposits and significant geologic features.

The first leg of the sojourn led us
through the Blue Mountains (a mini -Grand

Canyon of eucalyptus rain forests and
myraid species of birds), down the coast of
New South Wales and through the Snowy
Mountains, with stops at several significant
exposures of the S- and I -type plutons that
bubbled up through the contorted mudpile

of the Lachlin Fold Belt during the

Hill gossan discovery outcrop, and several
exposures of the high -grade, structurally
deformed metasediments of the district. On
Monday morning, our group, now joined
by faculty mentor Mark Barton and PhD
Pasminco Mining for an underground tour
of several levels of the active mine. By midafternoon, the group was back on the road
through the emu- and kangaroo- infested
outback heading toward a midnight arrival
at Olympic Dam. The next morning found
us underground, examining portions of the
huge hydrothermal breccia- hosted Fe -CuAu-U deposit. Following a quick stop in the
Andamooka opal fields and a long drive to
Adelaide, we boarded a plane for Perth and
Western Australia.
From Perth, we drove 600 km east to
the center of the famous "Golden Mile" in
Kalgoorlie. Our first tour was the dolerite-

hosted stockwork mineralization in the
underground Mt. Charlotte mine and the
Fimston superpit on the edge of town. In

this re- awakening district, capped by an

the Museum of the Goldfields before

excellent Aussie -style barbecue. The group

sampling the night life of the still bawdy
Victorian -era mining town. The following

downtown Benedigo admiring the
Victorian -vintage buildings, a legacy of the
1880s gold -rush days.

the late afternoon we took a quick look at

day the group drove south to Kambalda for
an overview of the nickel deposits and the
famous komatiite outcrops of that district.
Then it was on to Norseman to take a look
at the shear -hosted gold- quartz veins of the

uranium mine, the only operating uranium
mine in Australia. Located in the heart of

the environmentally and politically
sensitive Kakadu wetlands preserve, the
mine's wet /dry tropical setting ( >1400 mm

of rainfall is typical for the December to
March wet season, with virtually no rainfall

challenging operating circumstances and
subjects the company to very close scrutiny

by
governmental, tribal,
and
environmental agencies. Following the
mine tour, the group stopped at Ubirr Rock

to admire the well -preserved Aboriginal

rock paintings and enjoy the beautiful
sunset over the vast wetlands of Kakadu.
At dawn the next morning the group went
on a South Alligator River boat cruise to see

the abundant waterfowl and saltwater
crocodiles that inhabit the region. On
Sunday morning, the group began the drive
east to Mt. Isa -660 km of flat grasslands.

The Monday morning tour of the world -

class deposit at Mt. Isa was a bit

disappointing, as we were able to visit only
the deep shale -hosted copper ore bodies and
saw the famous lead -zinc ore bodies only

in a couple of core holes. We continued
eastward through Queensland to the huge
(4.5 m oz.) Kidston gold deposit, a system
of sheeted quartz veins within a Silurian -

aged granodiorite and associated
hydrothermal breccia pipe. The next day,

the group drove to Herberton for an
overview of the granite- hosted tin deposits

second largest goldfield in Western and a visit to the aptly named Mt. Misery
Australia. We collected samples from the

A day- and -a -half drive and one

Harlequin mine beneath Lake Cowan,
where the high -grade reef is up to 15 m

excellent winery later, we arrived at Broken

wide. A third style of gold mineralization

Hill. Sunday's self -guided tour included
stops at Round Hill and the main lode on
the northern end of the huge Ag -Pb -Zn

National Park. We visited the Ranger

student Dave Johnson, was hosted by the remainder of the year) creates

Paleozoic. The morning of May 30th found
the group in the historic gold- mining town
of Ballarat. UB professors Ross Ramsey and
Stephen Carey prepared a regional tour of

left at dawn the next morning to keep our
appointment at the Central Deborah Mine
in Bendigo for an underground tour of the
saddle reef and leatherjacket structures that
are the classic gold- bearing features of the
district. Afterward we wandered through

Hill pegmatites) to Perth to catch a plane
to Darwin and the third leg of the field trip.
After a brief stop in Darwin, the group
set out for Jabiru in the heart of the Kakadu

was examined the next day in the

mine for an up -close look at a typical
cassiderite occurrence.

Herberton marked the official end of

the field trip -three long flights and
>10,000 km of driving after leaving Sydney.

porphyry- hosted, fault -controlled Kanowna

Belle deposit before we started the return
drive (via the Londonderry and Tantalite

Contributed by Tom Biggs

Pioneering Integration of Vertebrate
Paleontology and Isotope Geochemistry

deposits, it drank freshwater. Within just a
few million years however, early whales

system, the remnants of the original Broken

Researchers analyzing the teeth of early

whales have discovered that these
mammals, which roamed land now part of
IndoPakistan, fully adapted to salty ocean
water in four million years. It is the first

time that a physiological transition has
been documented in fossil animals. Lois
Roe, Geosciences PhD candidate,
collaborated in this pioneering integration

of vertebrate paleontology and isotope
geochemistry with Hans Thewissen (NE
Ohio Univ. College of Medicine), James

O'Neil (Univ. of Michigan), and colleagues

such as Indocetus had become fully able to
drink sea water.

Roe hopes this work will lead to

in the U.S. and India. They reported their
work in the May 30 Nature.

increased recognition that isotope
geochemistry can contribute to our

Roe and O'Neil determined the oxygen
isotope composition of teeth of four of the
oldest -known early whales from the early
to middle Eocene of Pakistan and India. The
ratio of 180 to 160 in the tooth phosphate

understanding of the physiology of extinct
animals. Understanding the physiological

tolerances of groups is not only key to

understanding their biogeographic
distributions (which in turn have plate

of mammals reflects the type of water

tectonic implications), but also to

ingested by the animals. The team found

interpreting records such as the Bouse

that although the "walking whale ",

Formation, currently under study by

Ambulocetus, is found in marginal marine

Jonathan Patchett.
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'96 Field Camp Held in Dragoons
and Central Utah
This year saw major changes in our
summer field course, including adding
more faculty, accepting out -of -state
students, and moving the second half of
the camp to Utah. Clem Chase and I (yes,
we are both geophysicists) with the help of

teaching assistants Brian Currie, Sarah
Tindall and Paul Kapp taught the first three
weeks (Geos. 412) in southeastern Arizona
in familiar territory. We stayed at the Broken
Arrow Ranch at the base of the granite peaks

experience in integrating regional geology.
The spectacular geology allowed us to frame

his favorite regions in the thrust belt was
clearly a highlight of field camp. This is also

the class in a regional context of growth the site of the Sevier Desert detachment
and collapse of the Cordilleran orogenic fault which is one of the "premier" in -situ
belt at the latitude of central Utah.
low -angle detachment systems in the
Our first night was at the North Rim world. Pete brought along seismic sections
of the Grand Canyon with a great view of and geologic cross -sections for evening
the "corridors of time." We then headed discussions on the controversies of the
existence of low
angle normal

faults. We saw

of Cochise Stronghold on the east side of
the Dragoon Mountains.

paleoshorelines of
Lake Bonneville,

Quaternary

We started out in the nearby

Whetstone Mountains, learning the
Paleozoic stratigraphic section of

volcanic activity

in the center of
the Bonneville

southeastern Arizona with the help of alum

Dr. Tim Demko (PhD '95). Some of the
mapping projects are probably familiar to
those of you who did your summer field
course at Arizona. We mapped at Bolsa
Ridge, Bloody Notch, Henry's Toe, Gold

basin and modern

geomorphic

processes

associated with
the central Utah

Gulch and the Swisshelms. These projects

desert and Sevier

included mapping an unconformity, a

River basin.

skarn deposit associated with a Tertiary
intrusion, range- bounding normal faults,
and imbricate thrust faults. We emphasized

mapping skills and three -dimensional
visualization for making cross- sections -the
pace was fast and the ink was flying. After

Our next camp
was at 10,000 ft in
UA Geosciences Field Camp students in the shadow of Mt. Nebo in
Central Utah.

the Snake Range
where we mapped

the Snake Range

three weeks we were saturated with

north through southern Utah, camping at
such spectacular places as Kodachrome

detachment fault system, one of the earliest

Paleozoic carbonates and ready for some

Basin and Goblin Valley with stops to map

ductile normal fault systems in the U.S. We

relief from the Arizona heat. We said good-

some Laramide structures. We saw some

saw exquisite examples of penetrative

geophysicists and packed up for a mobile
camp in Utah and Nevada.
Pete DeCelles joined us for the mobile

monoclines and broad basement arches in
the San Rafael Swell area. We also made a
much -needed stop at Calf Creek Falls (a
beautiful waterfall with a swimming hole
at the bottom) to see the Navajo Sandstone

deformation first mapped by Peter Coney.

recognized and best exposed low -angle

bye to the geologic engineers and outstanding examples of Laramide style ductile deformation overprinted by brittle
Geos. 413 camp. We loaded up five
University vans with gear and, most
importantly, our cook Justine Robbins and
headed north for Utah. Few areas on earth

rival central Utah for its scope of
stratigraphic history, dynamic tectonic
history, and wealth of superb exposures.
Our overall goal was to help the students
grasp and solve complex and large -scale
geologic problems. Our more immediate

up close. Our next camp was in the shadows

On our last off day, many of us climbed
Wheeler Peak (13,063') in the Southern
Snake Range to see the 360° view of the
Basin and Range and excellent examples of
alpine glacial features.

of Mt. Nebo, the highest peak in the

For the final exercise, each student

Wasatch Range. The students made a cross
section traversing the east flank of the Nebo

propagation fold is bevelled by Paleocene
synorogenic sediments. We then moved on

constructed a regional E -W cross section
from the Snake Range of the San Rafael
Swell, down to the Moho! Students used
basic concepts of modern thrust -belt and
detachment fault geometry and kinematic

to the Gunnison Plateau, an excellent

history to probe fundamental questions

developed on top of a propagating thrust

collapse. Some of the students' cross

system. We camped at Yuba Lake recreation

sections were more realistic than published
cross sections through the region!
After six days in the Snake Range we

massif where an enormous fault

goal was to give students (1) an example of a piggyback basin that about crustal thickening and orogen
introduction to regional stratigraphy
(Proterozoic- Miocene) of the Rocky
Mountains and Colorado Plateau; (2)
experience in mapping and kinematic
analysis of large -scale structures; (3)
penetrative strain, basement -involved

area for the night.
After moving camp each night for five
days on our trip to central Utah we settled
in at Oak Creek in the Canyon Range for
eight days where we mapped the Canyon
Range and Pavant thrusts and associated

Laramide style thrust faulting, large -scale
thin -skinned Sevier style thrusting, high

structures. This is truly a spectacular
example of the Sevier thrust belt and a

exposure to a variety of structural styles and
deformation mechanisms including ductile

and low angle normal faulting, and
synsedimentary growth- folding; and (4)

region Pete has been working in for years.
Having a firsthand tour from Pete of one of
14

packed up and headed back to Tucson
where we encountered the only rain of the
trip! We are already making plans for the
summer of 1998 when Clem, Pete and I will
teach field camp again. Meanwhile, Judy
Parrish is gearing up to teach next summer's
field course.
Contributed by Susan Beck

Bob Downs Joins Faculty
Hello, my name is Bob Downs and I
am the new mineralogy professor at the UA.
Let me introduce myself.

I am Canadian and was born in
Manitoba. My family moved around quite

a bit, but we eventually settled down in

northern British Columbia. Winters
included at least six weeks of 60 below zero
temperatures, and we would often ice skate

to school. (I think that life will be quite
different for my children.) Of the many
places that we lived, one of them was near
this old prospector who lived in the hills
behind our house. When I visited him he
would give me a neat crystal or rock that
he kept in a pail by his door. I was 8 years old

and he was my introduction to minerals.

I left home at 14, hopping trains and
hitchhiking around Canada. Somehow I still
graduated from high school. I remember my
dad coming out of the principal's office with
a smile and my diploma. I'm not certain what
happened in there, but I was able to enter the

Univ. of British Columbia that year. My
original intention was to study geology, but
frankly the intro class turned me right off.

I finished the year; then got a job in
the North West Territories prospecting for
lead and zinc. That was a great deal of fun.

We had our main camp in the middle of
the caribou migratory path and saw plenty
of wildlife. I can say that I have been within
ten feet of a grizzly at least a dozen times.
Once I slid down a snow path from the top
of a ridge right through a herd of several
thousand caribou -a pretty stupid thing to
do actually, because it started a stampede
and the caribou were jumping and running
every which way. We got two feet of snow
August 4th that year. (I wonder if I'll ever
get used to the heat here.)

Department Receives
Radiogenic Isotope
Mass Spectrometer
This October, the department took
delivery of a new solid- source radiogenic
isotope mass spectrometer to be installed

I jumped around from job to job,
mainly in heavy construction. I worked as
a surveyor and helped build the Dempster
highway from the Alaska highway to the
Arctic ocean; the Whitehorse Yukon dam;
two mines, the Equity Silver mine out of
Houston B.C. and AMAX moly mine out
of Kitsault. That was a special place with a
lot of sea life. I wind surfed with a pod of
whales and got to helicopter ski every day
for a year on the nearby glaciers. (Kitsault
would get about 25 feet of snow every year;
boy is it ever going to be hot here.) I also built
a rail line for the coal fields in central B.C., a

bridge, a subway system, a methanol plant.
Most of the jobs were in camps, so I made the
big bucks and had plenty of time to read.
Between jobs I would go back to school

Bob Downs catching salmon in the Nanaimo
River with his bare hands.
out so good that I ended up there as a postdoc

and get another year in while living on

after finishing my PhD. At the Lab I learnt

unemployment insurance. I ended up
I took a class in group theory and was
introduced to crystallography from an

how to do experimental crystallography under
the tutelage of Larry Finger and Bob Hazen.
Mainly I look at how the structures of minerals
change as a function of pressure and, because
pressure creates such large energy changes in

entirely new perspective. I started collecting

a crystal, I obtain insight into the very

minerals again and got jobs at the mineral
museums at the Univ. of British Columbia
and in Ottawa at the national collections. I

nature of the atomic arrangements. This can

deciding to get a degree in mathematics. It
was the most interesting. In my third year

even tried collecting professionally for
awhile, drilling and blasting dynamite, but
summers were short. (I think that summer
may last all year here.) I decided to go on
to graduate school and chose Virginia Tech
because of the legendary Jerry Gibbs. He
offered me a chance to get a degree with a
strong mathematics flavor. Monte Boisen,
a specialist in abstract algebra, was my co-

advisor. They taught me theoretical

lead to an understanding of many of the
properties of a mineral.
My research goal at the UA is to build
a lab with three 4- circle X -ray
diffractometers, two of them dedicated to

high pressure research. So far I have
concentrated on looking at framework
alumino- silicates at pressure, but now I
would like to start making my way through

the earth, looking next at the pyroxenes,

garnets and olivines. Using synthetic
electron density maps I also hope to extend

mineralogy and crystallography.
While Gibbs was on sabbatical, I did a
predoc at the Geophysical Lab. That turned

our understanding of crystal chemistry to
include pressure effects and the
accompanying bonding changes it induces.

studies employ Pb, Sr, Nd and Hf isotopes,

of the mountain belt and its effect on global
seawater isotopes.
In addition, the new machine will have

and include evolution of the earliest
continental crust and mantle, isotopic studies
of provenance in sediments of Phanerozoic
age in North America, foreland basin studies

in the Himalayan region, and numerous
projects directed at the tectonic evolution of
orogenic belts of all ages Archean to recent.

The new mass spectrometer will be

a very clean spectrum, enabling the
development of Uranium decay series

dating, which involves the accurate
measurement of very small isotopes of U

and Th. U series dating has important
applications in dating events in the 30,000

in the laboratory of Jonathan Patchett, used primarily for Sr and Pb isotopic
George Gehrels and Jay Quade. The lab measurements. For measuring Pb isotopes
currently employs a similar machine of in dating applications using zircon, it is

to 500,000 year range, not accessible by
either Carbon -14 or Argon dating. The

1983 vintage. Funds for the purchase were
obtained from NSF, supplemented by partial
matching from the UA.
There is considerable excitement about

carbonate deposits and of crystal fractionation
episodes in volcano evolution. These isotopic

the new facility on the part of the faculty
researchers as well as students and postdocs
who conduct investigations in the lab. Our

important that the mass spectrometer has
"ion counting" ability, enabling very small
amounts of Pb to be analyzed accurately. A

large number of Sr isotopic analyses are
planned on foreland basin materials from

the Himalayas, directed at the very
interesting question of erosional unroofing
15

many applications include dating of young

methods would be new to the department
and their development would give us the
only major approach in isotope geology
that is not already done somewhere in our
geochemistry laboratories!
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